The side gulley brush can dramatically improve the appearance of any site. All Kersten sweepers are able to be fitted with a collection system.

Features:
- 9hp Honda petrol engine
- Hydraulic transmission and drive to sweeper
- Forward and reverse direction with differential and variable speed control 0-7km/h

PERFORMANCE
The Kersten K2100 is a versatile hydraulic, self-propelled, two wheel tractor which will probably exceed your expectations in its design, durability and operation. Finger tip control with fine adjustments for transmission speed and implement speed.

The Kersten Quick-Attach70 system allows the wide range of implements to be changed in seconds. The powered sweepers may be finely adjusted in so many ways to suit a multiplicity of applications including moss removal, fine dust collection and turf sweeping.

EASE OF USE
- Large diameter drive wheels (4.00-8 turf pattern)
- Adjustable handlebar
- Hydraulic implement drive with variable speed control, quick release couplings and implement quick-attach system.

www.kersten-machines.com
Or call us on: 0118 986 9253
The K2100 two wheel tractors feature premium engines, hydraulic transmission to the wheels and hydraulic power take off to the implement. The hydraulic systems allow the operator to finely adjust the power unit to suit many tasks. The Kersten Quick-Attach70 system is a standard feature of these machines and enables attachments to be changed in seconds without the use of tools. The hydraulic operation also means maintenance is kept to a minimum.

Kersten offers a range of robust attachments for the clearance and collection of debris from a variety of surfaces including roads, yards, tennis courts, factories, synthetics sports surfaces and even grass. Efficient collection may be made using the easy to empty collector box and the side gully brush looks after the edges. The front brush guard prevents material from being thrown from the brush when the collector is not being used. A sprinkler system can be fitted for use in dusty conditions. Snow can be cleared using the brush or a snow blade and slippery surfaces dealt with using the salt, sand and grit spreader.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| K 2100B G | Two Wheel Hydraulic Power Unit—Low Vibration  
- 9hp Honda petrol engine  
- Heavy duty hydraulic transmission and drive to sweeper  
- Forward and reverse direction with differential and variable speed control 0-7km/h  
- Large diameter drive wheels (4.00 x 8 turf pattern)  
- Operator presence control  
- Parking Brake, ISO mounted handle bar with height adjustment  
- Low Vibration 1.6m/s²  
- Low Noise <82dB (Operator's Ear)  
- Hydraulic implement drive with variable speed control, quick release couplings and implement Quick-Attach70 system. | 4995.00 |
| E-START-K2100 | Electric Start for K2000/K2100 | 750.00 |
| EFKM 10037 H-KU 70 | Front Sweeping Machine 100cm overall width 107cm  
- Fully adjustable for height and angle - 37cmØ suitable for sweeping hard and soft surfaces including artificial sports surfaces.  
- Internally mounted drive motor.  
- Kersten Quick-Attach70 system. | 1950.00 |
| GUSPL 100 | Front Brush Guard 100cm  
For use when collector is not fitted to prevent flying debris. | 185.00 |
| SSB 1050 K | Collector Box 100cm and Brackets  
Made from durable PE plastic | 625.00 |
| SSB 1050 B-KR | Sports Separation Collector 100cm  
For helping to clean debris from artificial surfaces.  
Filters sand or rubber through a mesh, redistributing clean infill back to the surface. | 750.00 |
| ASM 4037 | Side Gulley Brush 40cm - Hydraulic drive | 950.00 |
| K105 425 400 | Replacement Gulley brush 40cm diameter | 95.00 |
| KRB 250 KU 70 | Folding Brush for Artificial Sports Turf 2.5m  
For levelling, grooming and presentation of artificial sports turf. Folds to 1.10m for transport. Includes storage stand and weight tray.  
When used on the K2000/K2100 this brush can cover a full size hockey pitch in 22 minutes and may be used with a trailing sulky seat. Fully adjustable Quick-Attach70 linear brush. | 2150.00 |
| WKB-H-K 70 | WeedBrush Attachment  
For Moss and Weed Removal and Path Edging. 40cm rotary wire brush with hydraulic drive. Fully adjustable for height, angling and penetration. Quick-Attach70 system | 1850.00 |
| KCM976 MULTI H-K 70 | Cylinder Mower Attachment 70cm overall width 76cm  
Six blade heavy duty cylinder with inboard hydraulic drive and full width rear roller. Adjustable bracket position to provide optimum balance Quick-Attach70 system | 2695.00 |
| DOME 090 H-K 70 | Double Reciprocating Knife Mower 90cm  
Quick-attach 70 system. | 1595.00 |
| SULK-SWH | Sulky trailing seat including tow hitch | 950.00 |
| SCHN 100 FK-M-KU 70 | Sprung Snow Plough 100cm  
45cm deep shock sprung steel blade with replaceable urethane edge. Angling to left and right. Quick-Attach70 system. | 825.00 |
| SCHN 125 FK-M-KU 70 | Sprung Snow Plough 125cm  
45cm deep shock sprung steel blade with replaceable urethane edge. Angling to left and right. Quick-Attach70 system. | 875.00 |
| SCHNK 400 X 8 | Snow Chains for wheels 4.00–8 and 16 x 6.50–8 | 85.00 |
| SLDST 70 K 70 | Rotary Gritter/Spreader  
Suitable for sand, salt and grit. 70 Litre Hydraulic drive with adjustable spreading width 0.5-4m. Stainless steel spreading disc. Quick-attach 70 system. | 2100.00 |
| ADP-SLDST | Hopper cover for gritter/spreader | 120.00 |
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